Abstract
Prompted by preparation of a presentation at a TA learning event, Part 1 of this paper provides a largely TA-based literature review of references to psychological boundaries, related to a proposed new framework for categorising such boundaries at the levels of person (intrapersonal, personal), people (interpersonal, family, neighbourhood), place (region, country, area, continent) and planet (environment, Earth, Universe). TA concepts seen as relevant for each boundary are described. Comments on practitioner boundaries lead into Part 2, which addresses psychological bridges across boundaries such as created through supervision and frameworks for increasing awareness of unconscious processes. A critique of the current TA field of application boundaries is included and Part 2 concludes with a model that represents a general bridge to contact.
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Introduction
This paper began during preparation for a presentation at a multi-level learning event run by the South Asian TA Association in Bangalore in January 2018, where the assigned topic was Boundaries and Bridges. I conducted an initial literature review and developed a categorisation of boundaries into the levels of person, people, place and planet. Dialogue with the audience during the presentation, and a request by participants to provide a summary, prompted a more thorough literature review and the development of further ideas, particularly about psychological bridges. Part 1 of this paper focuses on boundaries and I indicate various TA concepts that seem to me to be relevant to a nested set of boundaries that apply to us all. Early in Part 1 I refer briefly to power, because of its significance in terms of maintaining or breaching boundaries. I conclude Part 1 with some comments on professional boundaries as a lead in to Part 2, where I consider various ways in which we can create bridges across boundaries. A significant element of this is through professional supervision, so I have continued the literature review to include material about stages and domains of supervision, the unconscious processes to which we need attend, and the implications of dual relationships. I continue with a critique of the way in which TA fields of application create additional boundaries and give ideas for how this might be overcome. I conclude Part 2 with an overview of a model for contact across boundaries generally.

As with the presentation in India, my intentions are:
1. to provide a contemporary model from which to consider how psychological boundaries relating to individuals, groups, and communities at various levels, and the internationally-determined professional boundaries that apply to TA fields of application, impact on our work as professionals;
2. to suggest how various TA concepts can be thought of as psychological bridges to contact, whether our clients are within the organisational, educational, counselling/coaching or psychotherapy fields of application;
3. to prompt thinking within the TA community about whether our competencies might be more usefully focused on being transactional analysts.

Part 1: Boundaries
Some Initial Thoughts
Edward Gurowitz (1975) proposed that we think of fences as what keep us in, and walls as what keep others out.
Kaplan, Capace & Clyde (1984) proposed that boundaries relate to self and walls relate to others. Gurowitz also pointed out that boundaries can be physical or psychological. Most of what follows refers to psychological boundaries, fences and walls. We need to recognise, therefore, that we are constructing (Allen & Allen, 1991) and co-creating them (Summers & Tudor, 2000). Just as I will use a metaphor later to represent an organisation or any surrounding boundary, we are imagining that we have boundaries beyond the physical.

**Diagrams**

On the principle that TA makes maximum use of diagrams (one of Berne’s legacies), here are some of the various ways in which boundaries are diagrammed within the TA literature. I identified three main formats, plus another from outside the TA literature:

- **A series of dots,** variously referred to as lax, diffuse, weak or porous;
- **A solid line,** called rigid, fixed, inflexible or firm - and where the last term sounds more healthy than the others;
- **A series of dashes,** referred to as permeable, flexible or open - and which we are presumably meant to regard as ‘healthy.’
- **A series of dot-dash as a semi-permeable boundary,** named ‘perforating’ by non-TA author Lifshitz-Assaf (2017), which allows only inward movement.

To these we can add two more ideas from Muriel James (1986), that she related only to ego state boundaries but which we might apply more generally:

- Two intersecting curves with a shaded overlap is the way in which we often show contaminations between ego states;
- Lesions, or sore spots, which she showed by using dotted lines for part only of the boundary of an ego state.

Although James was referring to ego states, we could use the same formats to show the boundaries of groups, or they could be drawn vertically as the boundaries between ego states of different people, rather like Tony White (1997) suggested in an alternative diagram for symbiosis with Person A and Person B drawn with a dashed circle each that then join together to ‘create’ a Person C with two overlapping circles as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Attachment (White, 1997, p.301)](image_url)

**Asymmetrical Boundaries**

Denton Roberts (1975) suggested that we have a nested set of boundaries, ranging from the personal to the cultural boundary. His original proposal was for personal, sexual, family, ethnic, provincial, social class, and cultural boundaries. Using a set of nested circles as boundaries, he described how a distortion in one boundary will trigger similar distortions in all further boundaries. He pointed out that injunctions would likely cause distortion in the personal level and hence impact on all levels; however, if the distortion is, for example, at the ethnic level then it needs to be treated at that level and not at the personal level where the problem may not apply.

Roberts included a sexual boundary about male/female (1975) whereas current thinking allows for many more options than this binary split that has so little biological basis. For many, even the extended range of options for those who are not cisgender (LGBT currently extended to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning, queer, intersex or any other term that may be used to indicate a gender identity that does not match the sex assigned at birth) will still result in a boundary distortion although, like religion or ethnicity, this distortion may occur within the family, village or wider social grouping.

**Boundary Categorisations**

A variation of Roberts’ selection of boundaries is shown in Figure 2, albeit without any distortions. I have also grouped them into 4 ‘types’ which I have labelled person, people, place and planet. In the rest of Part 1 of this paper, I give ideas and examples of TA concepts that may help us analyse what exists within or between the boundaries.

**Person**
- intrapersonal – ego states;
- personal - identity, growing up;

**People**
- interpersonal - interactions, behaviour;
- family – will determine ethnicity; may determine class, religion – later becomes our team/group at
work or elsewhere, classroom, therapy group, etc;

- neighbourhood, street, village - may reinforce class, religion – later becomes our organisation, association, etc;

**Place**

- region (within a country) – may also determine religion;
- country – may equate to race;
- area within continent, may incorporate or over-ride country (e.g. South Asia, West & East Europe, Midwest USA);
- continent – although this may not be as significant as the area within the continent;

**Planet**

- environment (e.g. city, rural, mountains, desert, etc);
- Earth/the World;
- Universe - because President Trump has recently announced plans to go to the moon again and astronomers are talking of planets which might support life.

**Power Potentials**

At the suggestion of a reviewer, I have added here some comments on power as this is a significant contributor to the appropriate and inappropriate maintenance of boundaries, whilst also being how boundaries may be breached when that option is chosen instead of building bridges. Power may reinforce or challenge boundaries within any of the categories I describe below.

Otto Altorfer (1977) contrasted formal courtesy with authentic courtesy, and formal power with personal power. He made the case [without references] for awareness and appropriate use of strokes and stroking patterns, and avoidance of discounting. He explained that authentic courtesy is needed to respond to the true feelings that may be hidden in the non-verbal messages, and that personal power “relies on mutuality and the principle of seeking agreement and consensus…[and needs that we] recognize needs for belonging, self-development, and self-actualization…” (p.341).

Krausz (1986) defined power as “the ability to influence the actions of others, individuals or groups.” (p. 85). She then defined leadership as the way that power is used in that process of influencing. She went on to consider two sources of power: organisational power related to status within the structure, function in the system, and the extent of influence on others that the status assigns; and personal power as the specific characteristics, experiences, knowledge, expertise and ways of relating to others. She pointed out that

---

**Figure 2: Boundaries**
organisational power is formally distributed between the members of an organisation whereas personal power is not distributable and depends on each individual. She also claimed that organisational power is activity oriented while personal power is results oriented, although she did not give any explanation for that.

Steiner (1987) commented in his Abstract that “Power is almost universally and mistakenly seen as the capacity to control other people”. (p. 102). He proposed a more positive paradigm of power as the capacity to effect change and identified seven sources of power based on the ancient theory of the chakras of Kundalini yoga. He referred to these as a rainbow of options rather than the unidimensional power based solely on control, commenting that each may be underdeveloped to the point of nonexistence or overdeveloped so that it crowds out other sources of power.

I (Hay, 2011a) have pulled together the various typologies of power to produce what I refer to as power potentials, meaning the sources of power. Table 1 shows also how I classify power sources mentioned by Krausz and Steiner. I regard coercion as a behaviour rather than a source of power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hay 2015</th>
<th>Krausz 1986</th>
<th>Steiner 1987</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical</strong> - as in being stronger, bigger, etc than others or using supporters who have physical power, such as gangsters, mercenaries, etc</td>
<td>Coercion/pressure – based on fear of punitive acts and employed to ensure that individuals or groups will comply. Leads to an organisational climate of alienation</td>
<td>Grounding - the capacity to stand one’s ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pecuniary</strong> (i.e. Financial) - having control over tangible rewards and penalties</td>
<td>Reward – the capacity to assign direct or indirect, material or psychological compensations such as money, position, strokes, etc. Leads to an organisational climate of insecurity</td>
<td>Knowledge - science, wisdom, vision and intuition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong> – being an expert, having knowledge that others lack</td>
<td>Knowledge – related to skills, knowledge, and experience relevant to the job and the organisation. Leads to an organisational climate of acceptance, security but also possibly dependence</td>
<td>Control - ability to aggressively manipulate others and the environment; Communication - create in others feelings and ideas that reflect our own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal</strong> – interpersonal and communication skills, emotional intelligence</td>
<td>Interpersonal Competence – based on communication skills, empathy, authenticity, respect, trust and capacity for intimacy. Leads to an organisational climate of trust and openness</td>
<td>Passion - power to create, recreate, transform; Love - to nurture, heal and instil hope; Transcendence - appreciation of unity with the Universe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychological</strong> – positively as charisma or negatively through ulterior transactions</td>
<td>Support – based on the ability to stimulate the involvement of peers, superiors, subordinates and others. Leads to an organisational climate of anxiety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positional</strong> – the power that comes with the role, the level within the hierarchy, the legal context</td>
<td>Position – related to the status a person has in the organisational structure and/or their job, this is also known as institutional, legal, traditional or legitimate power and theoretically those with equal status have equal power. Leads to an organisational climate of depression and confusion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political</strong> – based on ideologies, beliefs, values that others (can be persuaded to) adopt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Power Potentials (Hay, 2015)
Intrapersonal Boundaries
Suggested TA concepts: script, transgenerational script, hot potato, cycles of development, spirals within spirals

Script
It is now generally accepted that we arrive in the world with a set of genes which may or may not be turned on by factors within our environment. We need to be cautious, therefore, in claiming that everything can be explained by transactional analysis concepts. However, with that caveat, there are still plenty of TA concepts that add considerably to our understanding of how nurture has impacted upon nature.

In terms of our intrapersonal boundaries, this can be thought of as how we create our own identity and therefore script is an obvious TA concept to consider. Figure 3 shows my (Hay, 2012) script matrix that incorporates Holloway’s (1977) idea of showing the arrows stopping short, to emphasise the fact that the child makes an interpretation of the interactions from the parents, and hence makes a decision, albeit without the benefit of enough knowledge of the world. I (Hay, 1995, 2012) have extended this by using a dotted line for the arrows, as Berne (1966, p.172) did once for counterscript only. This is a reminder that the child makes decisions based on their perception of what is going on. Figure 4 shows Hay’s (2012) Autonomy Matrix that demonstrates how most parents genuinely want to support their children.

Transgenerational Script
John James (1984) quoted Berne (1972) for the comment that “The most intricate part of script analysis in clinical practice is tracing back the influence of the grandparents.” (p.288). He then added the story from James & Jongeward (1971, p.97) about the bride cutting off the ends of the baked ham and then learning that grandmother had only done that because her pans had been too small. James goes on to refer to the ‘family parade of scripts’, adding that Berne had written that parents were not at fault because they were merely passing on what they had received from their parents and grandparents.

When considering the way in which transgenerational scripts (Noriega Gayol, 2002, 2004) may be passed on, Gloria Noriega (2009) presents an adaptation from Berne (1972) of a ‘family parade’, as shown in Figure 5, commenting that “Script messages are transmitted by unconscious communication between the ego states of family members from one generation to the next. This process occurs from the P1 of mother or father to the P1 of the child. In this way, the transmission of script messages may run through several generations — going back to grandparents, great-grandparents, great-great-grandparents, and forwards to children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and beyond.” (p. 9).

Writing about family constellation theory, McQuillin & Welford (2013) link this approach to the hot potato (English 1969) and provide an example of a client who resolved her own issue of apparently wishing to go to a beach and die, and only later found out that her great-grandmother had in fact done this through getting hypothermia. They provide the diagram in Figure 6 to show how intergenerational impasses may be caused by the transition of a hot potato.
Cycles of Development

Levin (1982) identified seven stages in the human developmental process and, significantly, showed that these occur in cycles throughout our lives. In each stage of the initial cycle described by Levin, we have certain developmental tasks to complete and few of us are in circumstances where we can succeed totally. As we recycle through the equivalent period in later life, we have another opportunity for growth but we are also at risk of experiencing the same problems as occurred for us before. Unfortunately, we may well then repeat the same strategies that were unsuccessful for us previously.

She provided two diagrams to illustrate her conclusions. Figure 7 shows her diagram of the familiar three stacked circles to illustrate ego states, with the addition of a skin around them, and with the Child divided horizontally into three sections. She numbered these and explained that she chose to label them as: 1 – Natural Child, 2 – Little Professor, 3 – Adult, 4 – Supernatural Child, 5 – Parent, 6 – the outer skin unifying the ego states, and 7 – a repetition of the first six. She also explained that she had chosen the term Supernatural Child to avoid the pathological connotations of labels such as Witch Parent, and also to reflect the interest in magic that is characteristic of 4-6-year olds.

Figure 8 shows Levin’s diagram of the spiral showing major cycles and her labels for the different stages. In this, she marked an asterisk to show the end of adolescence, and a double asterisk to mark the end of the second major cycle, commenting that this is often known as a midlife crisis. Levin commented that “The significance of this developmental cycle is in its application, for we can use it to develop our power in all the phases of our lives. Individuals can understand the issues of personal growth and thus translate script limitations into options for effective action [Examples of use by couples, parents, teachers, patients, organisations, and therapists …]. Such a wide range of application is possible because the tides of every life in every time and place are connected to the cycle of development as essentially as the ocean tides are connected to the pull of the moon.” (p. 138).
In Table 2, I reproduce a summary of the stages, indicating the name of the stage (with Exploring as my preferred alternative for Doing), the ages of the young person, the way that Levin names the ego states, and what the individual needs in order to complete their developmental tasks appropriately.

It may seem as if we have problems as grown-ups but are in fact replaying a childhood stage and unconsciously experiencing an opportunity to deal with unmet development needs.

**Spirals within Spirals**

In Hay (2009) I also noted that Levin had mentioned that, in addition to cycles timed according to our age, we also experience shorter periods triggered by specific events. I therefore introduced the notion of ‘spirals within spirals’ – Figure 9. These may span months and years but they might equally last for minutes and hours only. At any time in life, we will be experiencing a spiral that relates to the latest change that has occurred in our life, however small or large that may be, plus we will still be experiencing also the impact of the major lifetime spiral, and of any other spirals that may be in effect at the same time. Any problems will be multiplied when stages overlap in which we have ‘unfinished business’. Fortunately, the same multiplier effect will occur for any stages in which we are particularly strong.

We can illustrate the spirals within spirals process by considering change that will happen to many of us at some time – starting a new job. This will generate its own spiral that will last for several weeks, or depending on the complexity of our work, months or even years:

1. We need time for a short interval for us to simply get used to being at our new place or work, during which we need to feel welcome.
2. We want time for exploring. We want to do this at our own pace. An important part of this exploration will be the opportunity to meet people and find out what they do.

![Figure 9: Spirals within Spirals (Hay, 2012, p.206)](image)

(Note that I draw the stages proportionally to represent the time spent in them rather than dividing them equally as Levin had done)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Being</th>
<th>0-6 months</th>
<th>Natural Child</th>
<th>nurturing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>Doing (Exploring)</td>
<td>6-18 months</td>
<td>Little Professor</td>
<td>stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>Thinking</td>
<td>1½-3 years</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>test limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>3-6 years</td>
<td>Supernatural Child</td>
<td>test power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>Skilful</td>
<td>6-12 years</td>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>own way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 6</td>
<td>Regeneration</td>
<td>12-18 years</td>
<td>unifying</td>
<td>integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 7</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
<td>rest of life</td>
<td>repeat &amp; grow</td>
<td>relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Stages of Development (Hay, 2011b, p.37)**
3. We now want to do our own thinking about the job. We need a manager who encourages us to do this, and then is willing to discuss our views.

4. We move into creating our own identity in the job. We need to believe that we have an element of choice over this.

5. We are now ready to learn the skills required to do the job. We need to have a good idea of the job itself, and our personal identity within it, if we are to make maximum use of training.

6. We want to integrate the previous stages. As we undertake the tasks of the job, we are pulling together our prior efforts of exploration, decision making and learning.

7. We begin the recycling stage. We have completed our transition into the new job. We will now move through each stage again but with far less impact. The effect of this particular spiral will fade. Soon, we will forget that we changed our job. We will function at our peak level until some other change comes along.

**Personal Boundaries**

Suggested TA concepts: ego state development, symbiosis - and see at the end of Part 1 for comments on professional boundaries, which will inevitably be impacted upon by, and impact upon, our personal boundaries.

Like Levin, Vincent Lenhardt (1991) also presented a model of childhood stages but with a focus on dependence, counterdependence, independence and interdependence. This is particularly useful when considering the development of personal boundaries, especially as he provided some diagrams to illustrate how an individual develops their ‘full set of ego states’.


**Stage 1 – Dependence** – in which two people appear to share one set of ego states. Drawn by Lenhardt as Parent and Adult in one person with the Child in the other, that was similar to the way in which Schiff & Contribs (1975) diagrammed symbiosis; however, elsewhere in the same book Schiff at al made it clear that they were using an ego state model in which Adult was an adaptation in the service of the Natural Child (for which they drew a fourth circle alongside Adapted Child) and not Adult in the sense of being in the here-and-now. Hence Figure 10 contains my variations of the Lenhardt diagrams excluding Adult from the symbiosis.

**Stage 2 – Counterdependence** – in which the Parent and Adult ego states which were diagrammed as non-existent in Stage 1 are now shown with dotted lines to indicate that they are being developed. A characteristic of this stage is that the ‘little’ person wants to break away but also wants to be able to come back, just as a small child will move away from their caregiver but will be checking that they could run back again if they become scared.

**Stage 3 – Independence** – now both parties are shown as having a full set of ego states but it is as if the ‘little’ person is operating behind a boundary, whilst still appearing to be in a symbiosis with the other person. The message here is that the ‘little’ person wants to be left alone; they no longer exhibit the need to come back to the caregiver.

**Stage 4 – Interdependence** – now both parties are shown as having their full set of ego states, with the ‘little’ person now fully developed and able to operate in all ego states when they are no longer with the caregiver. Lenhardt (1991) showed a line between as for Stage 3 but I dispense with this and instead show a range of possible transactions.

Gloria Noriega Gayol (1997) pointed out that Berne (1961) recognised four major types of ego state boundary problems, as later summarised by James & Jongeward (1971), and revised by James (1986) as contamination, laxness, illusion, and rigidity. Noriega went on to describe “the first research study carried out on ego state boundary problems” (p.240), that used a ‘Diagnosis Inventory of Ego State Boundary Problems’ (DIEP) developed in Mexico City with 20 subjects. However, there appear to be no further references for DIEP (in Google or in the Transactional Analysis Journal).

**Interpersonal Boundaries**

Suggested TA concepts: interpersonal distancing, walls and boundaries - and see the end of Part 1 for comments on professional boundaries, which will inevitably be impacted upon by, and impact upon, our interpersonal as well as our personal boundaries.

Kalman Kaplan (1984) defined interpersonal distancing behaviour as “the ways in which individuals approach or withdraw from one another and how they negotiate these tendencies.” (p.220). He commented on territoriality as a relatively fixed self-other distance and personal space as an invisible boundary surrounding the person’s body. He went on to refer to Hall (1966) and the science of proxemics (use of space as a communication vehicle), with the four spatial zones of: “intimate distance (0 to 18 inches), personal distance (1½ to 4 ft), social distance (4 to 12 ft), and public distance (12 to 25 ft.) (p.220-221) (italics in original). Kaplan went on to write of a bidimensional view of distancing, with opposing patterns of compensation where an increase of behaviour by one person leads to a decrease in behaviour of the other.
Figure 10: Hay’s 1991 Adaptation of Lenhardt’s diagram of stages
(This diagram amended 1 July 2018 after first publication)
person, and reciprocity where an increase by one puts pressure on the other for a similar increase. From this can be developed two dimensions: attachment-detachment and individuation-deindividuation. He suggests that these can be mapped easily onto the OK Corral (Ernst, 1971 – although Kaplan also references this to Berne, 1961, 1964; and Harris, 1969). 'I' refers to individuation/deindividuation and 'You' relates to attachment/detachment. Kaplan also suggests that this can be illustrated in terms of the interpersonal walls and self boundaries. Figure 11 is an amended version of Kaplan's material.

Magee (1980) had linked interpersonal boundaries to family dynamics when he wrote of how boundaries “determine who participates, and how, in family transactions.” (p.328), such that maintenance of boundaries is a latent function of family folklore.

Magee described how emotionally-fixed positions emerge under stress, with:

- **pursuers** invading other’s boundaries by advising, demanding or engulfing;
- **distancers** erecting rigid boundaries and withdrawing;
- **over-functioners** doing for others unnecessarily;
- **under-functioners** seeking support from others unnecessarily.

As another link between interpersonal and family, Stoltz (1985) suggested that eating disorders are commonly caused by lax boundaries due to growing up in enmeshed families with diffuse interpersonal boundaries. Hence, ‘foodaholics’ lack ownership of their feelings, needs, opinions or ideas and, instead, base their identities on what they incorporate, undigested, from others.

Clark (1999) wrote of internal boundaries set by clients, as a point of contact with the environment and “that space between my known experiences and those experiences that are too powerful to know.” (p.292). Clark also refers to Polster & Polster (1974) for a contact-boundary as a sense of where each person ends, and I-boundaries as an essential element of one’s sense of self. These boundaries fluctuate as clients disengage to manage their internal process; as practitioners we need to honour these so the client’s relational needs can emerge.

**Family/Group/Team Boundaries**

_Suggested TA concepts: group imagoes, bystanders, group process_

A useful model for considering how family boundaries form is group imagoes, especially as we go into groups later in life with the unconscious expectations of recreating our family of origin, albeit that it may have been influenced also by experiences within groups over the years since childhood.
Berne (1963) identified four stages of imago development: provisional, adapted, operative and secondarily adjusted. His diagrams looked rather like submarines, with a raised central part like a conning tower that was the slot for the leader. I have renamed the stages to better reflect the processes that occur within them, and suggested the shape be less distinctive so that individuals introduced to the concept are encouraged to use whatever shapes feel appropriate for them.

My diagrams are shown as Figures 12-15 and relate to Berne’s labels as follows:

- **anticipatory/provisional** – we know we will be in the group and assume there will be a leader, but all others may be in one undifferentiated slot – although we may be unwittingly expecting the others to ‘fill slots’ as our siblings and other family members – and we may expect more than one leader.

- **adjusted/adapted** – we adjust and augment our imago as we get to know others in the group, whilst deciding whether to be in the group, physically and/or psychologically.

- **adapted/operative** – we sort out our relationship with the leader(s), deciding whether and how to adapt to them and to others in the group. We may be the leader, in which case we may model ourselves on a leader from our past, often one of our caregivers/parents in childhood, although we may have amalgamated that with other leaders experienced since.

- **attached or alienated or aggression/secondarily adjusted** – apart from what was presumably a typo as there is no primarily adjusted, Berne also wrote as if there would in time be a final stage. I make the point that the outcome may be positive – attachment – or negative – alienation or aggression.

Relating the stages to childhood, and the creation of family boundaries, we can imagine how the child begins somewhat egocentrically, and gradually recognises that their primary caregiver is a separate object and hence a separate slot in the imago. Then other family members, neighbours, family friends, etc are added to form the adjusted imago. By the time we enter Lenhardt’s ‘independence’ or Levin’s ‘identity’ stage, we realise that we have to adapt, rebel or avoid control by those we regard as leaders and sub-leaders in our ‘home’ group. Hopefully we move on to feeling that we are attached to the others in the ‘home’ group, although many will arrive instead at a state of alienation or will experience their own or others’ aggression, which will have been a survival strategy.

The nature of the final stage will have a significant impact on how we perceive our group boundary, and how we as transactional analysts might illustrate it in terms of the lines used. As shown in Figure 16, a family that arrives at healthy attachment will mean that its members have healthy group boundaries, shown by a line of dashes. Those growing up in alienated circumstances may have the dotted line that represents lack of a boundary, having not experienced what it feels like to be contained within a family group.
Those for whom aggression was the norm may well have the solid line boundary of a rigid, impenetrable boundary because attention had to be focused on protecting self from aggression within the family so there was no energy available to look outside the group.

I have indicated above that family boundaries become the boundaries for the groups and teams we join – and they will of course also be reproduced if/when we become parents and create new families. In addition to the nature of the boundaries, we may need to consider also the impact on our psychological commitment to boundaries of:

- absent group imagoes (prompted by Clarkson, 1988, 1991, and Tudor, 2013) – where we may still carry a fantasy image even though the group, or family, no longer exists;
- shared group imagoes (Clarke, 1996) – where we are so familiar with each other that our imagoes become shared, making it unlikely any of us will recognise any problems, and hard for any outsider to join the group;
- phantoms (Mazzetti, 2012) – where one of more group members retain a slot for someone who has left the group;
- enemies – Bion (1968) defined having a common energy as a contributor to ‘good group spirit’, and said the group looks for a leader to recognise an enemy and lead the fight or flight;
- bystanders – although Clarkson (1987, 1993) related these to games, they are just as significant to groups because they reinforce the boundary between members and audience, just as in a theatre. Van Poelje (1995) points out that the nature of the group boundary determines whether, as Jacobs (1987) proposes, bystanders can become followers within a group.

Helena Hargaden (2013) uses Jung’s (1978) metaphor of the ‘alchemical container’ to argue that the therapist and group need to create this because safety exists in the boundary rather than in the contact. She emphasises that firm boundaries allow the enactments of experiences that are impossible to speak of, albeit that co-creation of interruptions to the dyadic relationship (‘thirds’) may be necessary to avoid any shaming after an enactment.

Adrienne Lee (2014) refers to diffuse, rigid and permeable boundaries in terms of five key aspects of group process:

- containment – as the leaders first concern and including membership, venue and time boundaries;
- leadership – establishing the role of the leader and the major internal boundary;
- responsiveness – how the leader responds go to sleep to each group member;
- interaction – within the group;
- expansion – as group members “… dissolve the psychological outer boundary of the group and expand its relevance to other relationships and parts of their lives.” (p.48).

Welford (2014) proposed that all healthy systems have boundaries that are faint yet permeable enough to permit interchange whilst sustaining homeostasis. “A family with a lax boundary has a compromised sense of identity and a tendency to involve nonfamily members in its affairs. A family with a rigid boundary has an overly strong sense of identity and privacy and a loss of contact with other people. (p.321).

**Neighbourhood Boundaries (and schools, organisations, corporations, associations, institutions, etc)**

**Suggested TA concepts: structural diagrams (of groups and organisations), the organisational core**

We can combine neighbourhood with schools and organisations of various kinds because these are where we learn to manage boundaries that go beyond family, team or group. We can use Berne’s (1963) simple (core), compound and complex organisational diagrams, as summarised by Fox (1975) in Figure 17.

Blakeney & Quick (1976) extended Berne’s original diagram to apply to a case study description of a consortium of 20 community service agencies, although they treated it as if it were one large group with only a single major internal boundary for a Board of Trustees as leadership and a flexible external boundary because of planned allowance for expansion and contraction of the consortium. They identified four levels of leadership, regarding the President as primary leader, the Executive Director as secondary leader, a third level of technical leaders, and a fourth level concerned with policy.

Berne wrote of the dynamics across organisational boundaries, categorising these into external and internal. The major external boundary is with the environment; the major internal boundary separates leadership and membership. Figure 18 illustrates these, using what Berne referred to as the complicated
diagram, which he never drew but which he explained as a combination of compound and complex, and which is of course the way in which most large organisations are structured with both levels and functions. There will be psychological forces acting across:

1. the internal boundary between the leadership and the rest of the organisation - where there may be implicit rules about who can become a leader as well as any explicit rules such as expertise or experience. Both implicit and explicit rules may change when a new top leader arrives. Part of the boundary process is the way in which people are appointed to the ‘inner circle’.

2. the internal boundaries between different hierarchical levels – in addition to explicit rules about how promotion takes place, implicit boundaries at the psychological level include aspects such as organisational myths, and unwitting and deliberate bias and prejudice.
3. the internal boundaries between different departments or functions – which are often fraught with tension, either because different departments have been given conflicting objectives, or because there is rivalry between managers.

4. the external boundary between the organisation and the external environment – in a large organisation, there may be complete departments that manage the external boundary, such as Security and Recruitment. How visitors are treated may also be an indicator of how this boundary is construed; it can also be useful to consider what happens when people leave the organisation – are they regarded as traitors and the boundary closes up behind them or are they seen as helpful ambassadors of the organisation in the future.

**Hay’s Organisational Cone**

One problem with Berne’s diagrams, because they are two-dimensional, is that visually it gives the impression that leaders can only be appointed from within the membership – there is no link between the major external boundary and the leadership. This is resolved within the diagram of the Organisational Cone (Hay, 2016). This is a three-dimensional model, based on the complicated version from Berne but drawn to resemble an ice cream cone. In this way, there is an external boundary at all hierarchical levels of the organisation and for every function. People can come into the organisation and leave it at any level and related to any department; I indicate on the diagram how the external contacts vary so that senior management manage boundaries with the government, regulators, shareholders and so on, frontline workers manage boundaries with customers/service users, and middle managers deal with suppliers, distributors and other organisations that are linked to the activities of the organisation.

We can relate the organisational cone model to a neighbourhood and school, especially as those will be the places where we first learned to expect to have the various internal and external boundaries and the dynamics across them. We can imagine, for instance, that there will be some people within a neighbourhood who become the politicians, dealing with outside authorities on behalf of their neighbours. Others may be the equivalent of middle managers, running the various service organisations and shops and dealing with bringing in goods and services and sending out whatever is being produced within the neighbourhood. When it comes to the frontline workers and the customers/service users, these may be the same people, albeit occupying different categories at different moments in time. An individual may, for instance, be a shop assistant or a parking warden at one time, and be the customer in the shop or the car driver being given a parking ticket at a different time. The politicians and those running businesses (the equivalent of top and middle managers) may of course also be customers/service users at some moments in time, although they may of course go out of the neighbourhood for what they need.

*Figure 19: Hay’s Organisational Cone (Hay, 2016, p.20)*
We can even relate the model to the way in which gangs operate. The gang leaders are likely to be the ones threatening or bribing the authorities; the frontline workers are the gang members who carry out the day-to-day illegal activities; the middle managers are just that – the conduit between the top management and the frontline. Everyone involved is very well aware of the external boundaries – you cannot just choose to join a gang – and the internal boundaries between the hierarchical levels and the functions and roles.

**Place and Planet: Boundaries beyond Neighbourhoods/Organisations**

**Sailship Success Metaphor**

Over the years, I (Hay, 1995, 2004a, 2017) have developed a model of an organisation based on the metaphor of a ship, which allows us to consider such an organisation facing the elements of the sea and the weather. As can be seen in Figure 20, the ship has two sets of sails - the ‘hardware’ strategies, structures and systems, and the ‘software’ of (psychological) safety, strokes and stimulation. There is also a pennant flying with a symbol and slogan, and there are staff and a skipper on the ship.

This model allows us to think of the organisation as part of a fleet, so we can consider the boundaries of the particular ship and the boundaries of the fleet they are sailing within. We could even think about the boundaries of the particular ocean if we chose to. We can also consider the condition of the sea and the weather. These are happening outside the boundary of the ship and cannot be controlled from within that boundary – we can only make sure that we have as good a lookout as possible. Metaphorically, the sun may be shining or there may be storms; there may be snags that would ground the ship, or competitors sneaking up on us like submarines, or sharks waiting to devour anyone who leaves the ship – or maybe anyone who tries to approach the ship.

The boundary of the ship is therefore the physical limits of it where it comes into contact with the environment, and that boundary may need constant attention to protect it at times when the environment becomes negative.

If the organisation is part of a fleet, there will be a fleet boundary and the position of each ship within the fleet will be significant. If we are the big ship in the middle, we may be being protected, especially from pirates, by smaller ships around us. However, if we are a smaller ship sailing on the edge of the fleet, then in addition to being more at the mercy of the weather, we may also be a convenient sacrifice if pirate ships come along in the form of competitor organisations or those seeking acquisitions or mergers.

*Figure 20: Sailship Success (Hay, 2017, p.6)*
If we are practitioners who work with organisations, such as consultants or coaches, we may need to think about the size of our own ship and how easy it will be for us to cross the boundary of the client organisation. If we are part of a big enough ship, such as a household name consultancy company, it may be easier to ‘get permission’ to send our own sailors on board. However, if we are small, perhaps little more than a skiff, then the large organisational sailship may choose to ignore us, or fail to even notice us, or be too large for us to get alongside.

**Planetary Changes**

The publication of a special issue on ‘Identity – Integration – Boundaries’ of the *Transactional Analysis Journal* in 2018 as this paper was being completed seemed fortuitous but in the event there were few mentions of boundaries. One by a non- TA author, Françoise Sironi (2018) did, however, mention geopolitical psychology, planetary changes and emerging identities. Writing of her work with clients who have been subjected to identity metamorphosis through processes such as torture, exile, collective violence, cults and abusive psychotherapists, she suggested that there is a geopolitical unconscious alongside the increasing rate of global geopolitical changes.

She explained that geopolitics studies the history of borders, emergence of new states or territorial entities, claims for independence, the reasons for disappearance of certain peoples, groups, or nations, territorial conflicts, new political, economic and religious ideologies, and rearrangements of global alliances, and on a planetary scale. Clinical geopolitical psychology studies the impacts on humans – when we listen to clients we need to hear how geopolitics affects their subjectivity.

It appears, therefore, that we will increasingly need to account in work with clients for the boundaries of countries, continents, and different environments. This is something that may be taken for granted when working with multinational organisations and governments – Sironi reminds us how these wider boundaries impact on everyone.

**Power and Boundaries**

Fanita English (1979) quoted 18th century philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau for the notion that everyone emerges from childhood with a slave or tyrant mentality, labelling them respectively as Type I, helpless victims or rebels who seek strokes from powerful Parent figures, and as Type II, helpful yet bossy Powerful Parents who start out as rescuers but shift to persecutor and eventually to victim (no initial capitals in original). Hence, Jones in Guyana, and Hitler before him, became the Great Leader or the Grand Inquisitor, who could offer the slaves (Dostoevsky, 1957) someone to worship and hence an escape from autonomous functioning. English points out how people appear to function more effectively in such circumstances, as they no longer have to deal with contradictory or unpleasant emotions and have now got a stable conception of the object of life (Dostoevsky).

Alan Jacobs (1987) continued with English’s questions on which his article was based: “Why do people join political, religious, professional, or social movements, of whatever size, and surrender so completely, giving up everything including their lives, their fortunes, their families? What needs do people have to find and love a marvellous parent who has all the answers, and in his or her name, to even commit murder and suicide?” (p.59). He goes on to refer to various political, religious and social movements that seek to impose their own view of reality and hence to control large numbers of followers – such as Nazis in Germany, Bolsheviks in Russia, Khomeini in Iran, Pol Pot in Kampuchea, as well as fundamentalist religious groups including those of Jews, Christians and Muslims. The atmosphere that allows such autocratic structures to emerge is one of “economic turmoil, war, and social, religious, or political oppression [which] exacerbate personal existential fears…” (p.60). He goes on to suggest that there will be masters, followers, bystanders, sources of evil, slaves, and resisters.

Several years later van Poelje (1995) suggested that in the current climate of rapid changes and globalisation of local problems these ideas become more relevant. It is almost as if the complexities and the uncertainties of modern life lead people to look to their leaders for certainty. This is a recipe for autocratic systems to begin to take hold. She develops Berne’s (1964)Jacobs (1987) continued with English’s questions (Dostoevsky).

The Lieutenants deal with any agitation and now may be divided in their tasks, some managing the internal group process (Police) and others managing the external group process (Army). Those managing the external process will be responsible for acquiring resources, including labour. Where this labour is forced they are known as Slaves. Finally, Resisters emerge. They refuse to accept the symbioses and fight to overthrow the Master.
Practitioner Boundaries
As professional practitioners, we operate within our own nested circles of boundaries. An obvious focus of attention is needed on our professional identity and how this impacts on our work with clients. Non-TA author Peterson (1992) wrote of how violations often occur because the practitioner fails to recognise that the professional relationship is not one of equality. The practitioner has personal significance, power or authority within the relationship with the client. Peterson emphasised the need to find a middle ground between misuse of power from infantilising clients versus denying there is any power differential. Power violations may be due to:

- role reversal, when the client becomes the caretaker;
- a secret, such as keeping information about their behaviour from the client;
- a double bind, when the client has to choose between doing what the professional wants and refusing to do so;
- professional privilege, where the practitioner’s agenda takes precedence.

More recently, another non-TA author, Lifshitz-Assaf (2017) reported on a longitudinal field study of R&D (Research & Development) professionals at NASA which demonstrated that identity refocusing was needed for these professionals to be able to adopt open innovation – meaning that they had to transcend their professional knowledge boundaries if they were to be able to recognise the quality of innovative solutions proposed by non-professionals. The identity change needed was from being the one who generated solutions into being a solution-seeker.

Although TA professionals are, hopefully, well aware that they are aiming to facilitate their clients into generating their own solutions, Lifshitz-Assaf’s findings are relevant when we consider that her observations were related to the impact of having professional knowledge and believing that such professional knowledge was restricted to our own profession. She identified four different types of boundaries, as shown in Table 3.

As well as considering how the TA community incorporates or rejects theories and approaches from outside TA, we might also consider how having different competencies for the different fields of TA application makes the boundaries between the fields more significant. As an individual, we need also to consider how our own professional boundaries may be operating outside our awareness, and how we might address this within supervision. The encouragement to have supervision from a professional within the same field of TA application may, ironically, be reinforcing boundary fencing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of boundary</th>
<th>Knowledge flows</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boundaries dismantled</td>
<td>From “The lab is my world” to “The world is my lab” (p.16) (italics in original)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-permeable, perforating</td>
<td>Innovation may occur inside and outside the organisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feigned semi-permeable, feigned perforating</td>
<td>Stated publicly as open but ideas from outside are segregated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary fencing</td>
<td>Inside stays inside, outside stays outside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Knowledge Boundaries - adapted from Lifshitz-Assaf (2017, p.15)

Part 2: Bridges
A key way to develop bridges across our own boundaries will be supervision. I begin Part 2 by reviewing two models of the stages/domains of supervision. We can also gain insight by considering unconscious processes within the supervision process (e.g. parallel process, transference, projection). The comparative script system provides a bridge from client to practitioner, and material on dual relationships reminds us of our ethical responsibilities.

I go on to consider how we may have created problematic boundaries between the TA fields of application, and what we might do about that. I conclude with a framework that brings us back to how we bridge boundaries in our interactions with individuals.

Supervision
Hewitt (1995) presented a model that he named ‘cycles of psychotherapy’, which he said could be applied to psychotherapy, counselling and supervision (although he did not give much information about its use in supervision within the article). He also commented that he would concentrate on the first and
final phases of therapy because he believed that previous TA literature had emphasised the middle phases. He proposed that the cycle be based on a metastudy conducted by Steenbarger (1992) where it was suggested that successful treatment could be divided into three phases: engagement, discrepancy and consolidation. Hewitt proposed that these be named contact, content and consolidation, and then he added a fourth which he called conclusion. He pointed out that he presented these as a cycle rather than a sequence, so there would be less temptation to treat therapy as linear when clients often need to move backwards and forwards through the stages.

I propose that additional stages might be added to Hewitt’s model, so that it becomes: contact, contract, content, capacity, consolidation and conclusion. Hewitt mentions discounting only briefly in his paper, whereas we can relate these stages to the treatment levels in the discount matrix (Schiff & Contributors, 1975), converted into the steps to success (Hay, 1996) model as Figure 21, to demonstrate ways in which supervisors can help supervisees become aware of their own discounting and differentiate it from genuinely not knowing something.

I propose that additional stages might be added to Hewitt’s model, so that it becomes: contact, contract, content, capacity, consolidation and conclusion. Hewitt mentions discounting only briefly in his paper, whereas we can relate these stages to the treatment levels in the discount matrix (Schiff & Contributors, 1975), converted into the steps to success (Hay, 1996) model as Figure 21, to demonstrate ways in which supervisors can help supervisees become aware of their own discounting and differentiate it from genuinely not knowing something.

(Bernard & Goodyear 1992, Stoltenberg & Delworth 1987) showing that supervision that matches the supervisee’s structure and style was more likely to generate successful outcomes. Evans commented that “The supervisory relationship differs from the therapeutic relationship in that it is more task oriented, with time spent considering information, opinions, and suggestions. The supervisor assumes the role of supporter, teacher, monitor, advisor, evaluator, instructor, and consultant, imparting expert knowledge, making judgements on supervisee performance, and acting as gatekeeper to the profession. The supervisor has the dual responsibility of holding in balance the needs of the supervisee and the best interests of his or her clients.” (p. 288). Evans went on to link to supervision the four stages, or domains, of self experience and social relatedness which Stern (1985) had described. She also included a series of figures that used dotted lines for permeable boundaries and solid lines for boundaries to keep self in or others out: each contains a circle for the individual and a square for the environment and examples are shown in Figures 22-28.

- **emergent self-experience and relatedness** - Evans writes of how some new supervisees are like infants with innate organising potential but lacking the clearly identified self-boundaries that would have developed within a good-enough facilitating environment; such supervisees may indicate an arrested developmental position by being uncertain or unclear and hence inviting countertransference of persecutory or rescuing superiority; some may have learned to adapt and are keeping hidden their sense of self. Hence, supervisors need to bracket their own ideas and support supervisees in evaluating and integrating their learning rather than accepting the learning from others.

- **core self-experience and relatedness** - supervisees are now less dependent and begin to express what they want from supervision; adversarial transference needs may become significant as they test their personal boundaries against the boundaries of others. Some may become extremely self-reliant or act as caregivers in order to hold onto their fragile sense of self by avoiding closeness. Supervisors need to act as self-regulating others who encourage growth in ways that balance challenge with sufficient support. Exploration of transference and countertransference becomes particularly useful in helping supervisees identify their own issues.

- **subjective self-experience and relatedness** - supervisees (infants) move from the need to regulate their self-experiences to the need to...
share them, which Evans likens to emotional attunement (Erskine 1993), empathy, positive regard and congruence (Rogers 1990) and I-Thou (Buber 1923/1970). Evans suggests that supervision for the supervisor may be helpful for this stage, when a new collegial quality may enter the supervisory relationship.

- **verbal self-experience and relatedness** - supervisees (infants) can now share their ideas of self-experience and have a capacity for abstract observation; they are now competent practitioners, self-supporting and self-reliant, and may have become supervisors themselves.

---

**Unconscious Processes**

**Parallel Process**

Parallel process was first described by Searles (1955), who referred to it as the reflection process. Although not a TA concept, it is invaluable for drawing our attention to underlying dynamics within a process, and it is mentioned here because it can provide so much insight into other aspects of the supervisory relationship. It refers to the phenomenon whereby dynamics between people are repeated between others. It often happens that practitioners react to clients in just the way that the client is reacting to their own contact. For example, “my colleague is so obstinate” may have the practitioner thinking “this client is so obstinate”, and then the supervisor thinks “this supervisee is so obstinate”. Clarkson (1991) suggested that it consists of projective identification resulting from “mutually interacting hypnotic inductions which occur out of awareness in the form of ulterior transactions.” (p.174).

Usually diagrammed with an infinity symbol, in Figure 29 we show this rotated into a vertical position to make the point that a parallel process may ‘go in either
direction' - practitioner and supervisor may repeat the dynamics of the client with others, or the dynamics of the supervisor may be transferred via the practitioner to the client, hopefully because the supervisor is modelling a more appropriate way to behave. It is always possible, of course, that the dynamics of the practitioner may become paralleled by the supervisor and by the client.

Parallel process shows up within organisations, where the dynamics between managers may be repeated between their teams – when the managers of finance and marketing are in conflict – in private – their teams somehow sense this and also get into conflict. When teachers in schools are feeling ignored by the head teacher, the pupils will feel ignored by their teacher.

**Figure 29: Parallel Process**

**Transference and Countertransference**

I (Hay, 2009) have simplified material on transference by authors such as Novellino & Moiso (1990), Clarkson (1991) and White (1998) into the formats shown in Figure 30. The following examples may be as a result of a parallel process that emerges from the client or the supervisor but may instead be the result of the practitioner’s script issues. Either way, it makes sense for the practitioner to consider the possibility of transference and countertransference before engaging in a supervision session – there is a shared responsibility for the supervisory process.

**Concordant transference** – there is a risk that those of us engaged within the TA community may assume that we are all very similar because we have a shared set of TA principles. We may even choose our supervisor because of perceived similarities, and hence lose the opportunity of the learning that might come from interacting with someone different.

**Competitive transference** – if you believe that you are already a very experienced practitioner, you may be unconsciously competing with the supervisor, particularly if you feel that they are telling you what to do with your client rather than helping you to reflect and analyse. Alternatively, you may feel competitive about proving that the kind of clients you are working with are much more challenging than the clients your supervisor may be used to.

**Conflictual transference** – within a professional context, the supervisor is in a position of authority because they have a responsibility to ensure that you are complying with professional norms. This may lead to an attempt at rebellion (your Child against the supervisor’s Parent) if you feel that they are somehow telling you what to do. If you are an experienced practitioner from a different approach (e.g. a management consultant with a psychotherapist supervisor) you may instead attempt to occupy the Parent position yourself, especially if you think that they have had less experience, or less relevant experience, than you as a practitioner.

**Co-dependent transference** – this is probably the most common transference to occur within supervision. The supervisor may well be more experienced than you (and not just as a supervisor), they will have already passed some of the professional exams, they may also be older than you, and they probably know more people within the TA community than you do. It is very easy to project onto them the face of a teacher when you were a child at school, or indeed any other authority figure, and then expect that they will take care of you and your needs. The opposite may also occur if you are a very experienced practitioner and they are a beginning supervisor, or a supervisor who is learning how to give supervision in a field of practice in which they have not worked themselves.

**Projection and Projective Identification**

Projection and projective identification are similar to transference except that instead of relating to each other, the client projects their own experiences or feelings at an unconscious level into rather than onto the practitioner, who may then identify with those experiences or feelings.

Stark (2000) writes that “Projection is an intrapsychic mechanism and, as such, requires the presence of only the projector; the therapist is not a participant in the patient’s internal drama. Projective identification, on the other hand, cannot exist in a vacuum and requires the presence of both the projector and the recipient; the therapist is now very much involved as an actual participant.” (p.265). For example, a client may project their own feelings of incompetence by claiming that the practitioner is incompetent, although the practitioner knows they are being competent. With projective identification, the practitioner will actually feel incompetent (even though they are not).

Hargaden & Sills (2002) write “...projective identification... is a more intense type of transference particularly needed by patients where there has been significant fragmentation in the early development of the Child ego (C0)” (p. 50).

**Comparative Script System**

One of the risks for a practitioner is that client material will trigger our own issues, and we may unwittingly respond in a way that has more to do with our own
needs than the clients. Sills & Mazzetti (2009) presented the comparative script system as a tool for supervisors, commenting in their abstract that it could be useful as “... a framework for focusing on the key issues in supervision; a practical instrument for understanding and visually representing transference-countertransference dynamics; and a clarification of the boundary between supervision and therapy.” (p.305). Based on a previous article published within the UK by Sills & Salters (1991), the version by Sills & Mazzetti shows the diagram for the comparative script system as a circle divided into quarters containing a sequence of: A – repetitions of the dynamics of original experiences and events; leading to B – meaning making, assumptions about self, others, and the world; leading to C – patterns of thinking and feeling, expectations and imaginations; leading to D – observable behaviour and communication style, which in turn leads back to A. They indicate that D is how we interact with others, and that a stimulus enters C to start off the sequence. They also label A and B as the Past – There and Then, whereas D and C are labelled as Here and Now.

Sills & Mazzetti suggest that the diagram can be used in supervision, giving an example based on a client’s script system with A as a bleak, friendless childhood; leading to B where the belief is that others have fun and I am alone; leading to C where the pattern is to feel envious and alienated; leading to D where the observable behaviour is passive and the client does nothing and withdraws. They also suggest that two mirror-image circles might be drawn, with details entered for the client and the practitioner, as a way of exploring similarities and differences, and considering how that might impact on the way the practitioner is working with that client. If drawn for several clients, it might also indicate particular areas for development of the practitioner. They comment that the supervisor should not address any of the details about the past but I have proposed (Hay, 2014) that this restriction is unnecessarily cautious provided the supervisee is able to discuss their own script issues without regression.

Figures 31 and 32 show the original Sills & Mazzetti diagrams. Tables 4 and 5 comprise an example showing the before and after supervision versions of the comparative script system applied to a client receiving relationship counselling.

**Dual Relationships in Supervision**

Cornell (1994) reviewed previous literature on dual relationships, pointing out the increasing struggles at that time with issues related to professional ethics and liability, and a growing tendency towards conservatism and rules whereas the ITAA had sought to avoid rules while still providing guidelines and principles.
Figure 31: Comparative Script System (Sills & Mazzetti, 2009 p. 306)

| A: repetitions of dynamics of original experiences and events |
| B: meaning making; assumptions about self, others and the world |
| C: patterns of thinking and feeling; expectations and imaginations |
| D: observable behaviour and communication style |

| (psychologically) violent father, ‘unaware’ mother – I felt rebellious and hated him |
| He’s bad; I’m OK, They’re not OK, Get rid of (Ernst 1971) |
| with this client: can’t decide what to think or feel, invited to nurture and also to persecute; wondered if client really unlucky with so many problems or is he fantasising |
| 2nd husband alcoholic (like hers), made him leave when he became violent, did not take him back |
| violent father, submissive mother – client felt rebellious and scared |
| I’m bad; I’m not OK, They’re not OK, Hopeless (Ernst 1971) |
| overwhelmed, expect others to be violent, feel Victim, Hindu belief of being punished for previous life |
| rebellious by marrying out of caste, husband violent, made him leave but took him back |

Table 4: Example of comparative script system before supervision

| B: meaning making; assumptions about self, others and the world |
| C: patterns of thinking and feeling; expectations and imaginations |
| D: observable behaviour and communication style |

| My father had PTSD from WWII; my mother was dealing with many pressures without support |
| still not sure how much client says is true versus fantasy; this could be because we shut down in the face of extreme stress |
| checked that her process of coming to terms is not a familiar pattern for her; emphasised that she can return to counselling in the future |
| My father thought I was capable so expected me to manage, I can recall happy memories of him |
| I have come to terms with the problem, have stopped expecting others to change, have supportive family including aunts and daughter and nieces |
| asking for support, stopped obsessing about the state of the house |

Table 5: Example of comparative script system after supervision
Cornell also pointed out that the ITAA code of ethics was written in terms of relationships with clients whereas we need to consider also relationships with trainees.

Cornell described how in the early years of TA training, there were typically multiple relationships. That was my experience also - it was difficult to ensure clear separation of roles when there were so few people practising TA within a country – and similar limitations still exist in various parts of the world.

Cornell refers to six approaches to professional development defined by Hess (1980), to which he adds ongoing clinical supervision. The six include lectures and teaching, where there are unlikely to be issues if supervisees attend. Case reviews within an agency situation may be problematic because supervisees may risk exposure and judgement by peers and senior staff. Peer supervision works best when the participants are equal in role and status but can be limited by informality. Monitoring, such as on behalf of an agency or a professional association, involves a particular style of supervision which Cornell suggests is incompatible with a friendship or a therapeutic relationship, although he does not mention that TA supervisors all have a monitoring role that potentially clashes with the more developmental functions of the supervisory role.

The most relevant when we consider dual relationships within supervision are Cornell’s addition of ongoing clinical supervision, and therapy. On supervision, Cornell writes “There is a strong quality of mentoring in these relationships, and a deep trust and mutual regard evolves between the supervisor and supervisee. In-depth personal supervision always evokes the atmosphere of a therapeutic relationship. However, the primary focus of attention for the supervisor is on the diagnosis, clinical understanding, adequate treatment, and protection of the supervisee’s clients. The supervisee will likely experience feeling anxious, inadequate, confused, embarrassed, dependent, angry, or other unpleasant reactions.... The implications of dual relationships resulting from social or therapeutic activities need to be carefully considered and openly discussed. It is my view that any business or sexual relationship is completely incompatible with a supervisory relationship.” (p. 28).

When commenting on therapy, Cornell writes that “It is not uncommon for supervisees to want to use the supervision as a vehicle for their personal therapy, centring it more on themselves and their own feelings and difficulties than on the problems and needs of their clients. The danger arises when the therapist’s needs are not clearly identified as the overt focus of supervision and if a more client-centred supervisory structure is not also provided.” (p. 29).

Bader (1994), writing in the same issue of the TAJ, pointed out that codes of ethics of non-TA associations (in the USA) were likely to prohibit some of the dual relationships that were typical within TA. She pointed out that many TA training programmes integrate therapy and supervision by the same trainer, and that she had herself had excellent training experiences in this format. For her, the “central questions should be: Is this relationship exploitative? Does it impair judgment? Focus is most meaningfully put on the question of exploitation, (italics in original) not on the question of duality.” (p. 66). She went on to point out that most participants in TA training programs for advanced certification are informed consumers, who are usually held to the same standards as the trainers, and are therefore likely to be competent and knowledgeable enough to consider the risks involved and to make an informed choice.

McGrath (1994) suggested the application of moral principles for making decisions about boundaries. She quoted Thompson (1990) and Kitchener (1984) for the principles of “… nonmaleficence (do no harm), beneficence (promote good), fidelity (keep promises), justice (be fair), and autonomy (promote self-determination), together with the principle of universality (avoid special or self-serving situations)…” (Haas & Malouf 1989). (p.8). She went on to add that Kitchener’s (1988) role theory can be helpful through the consideration of areas: where discrepancy between roles increases, such as the incompatibility of the expectations between roles; where there is discrepancy between obligations associated with different roles; and where there is some differential in power and prestige between the parties involved.

Clarkson (1994) referred to increasing preoccupations with issues related to dual relationships, boundaries, and real or possible transgressions of these boundaries. She expressed concern that avoiding dual relationships had perhaps already gone too far, pointing out that psychotherapy involves multiple relationships relating to past, present, potential, historical and actual, and is therefore a much more complex field than ethical codes could ever hope to encompass. She also pointed out that many of the originators of psychoanalysis, analytic psychology and psychotherapy in general were involved in dual relationships with their patients that would nowadays be considered unwise if not unethical. She proposed that it is impossible for most psychotherapists to avoid all situations in which multiple roles might exist, that it is unfair to require trainees to achieve what most experienced psychotherapists know is impossible, and pointed out how at an annual professional gathering of those meant to be avoiding dual relationships, she could identify her current analyst, current supervisor, a current supervisee, the wife of a current client, the ex-
wife of a colleague, several clients, a colleague on whose ethics board she had sat, etc. She added that if professional organisations were to truly prohibit dual relationships, then anyone still in therapy and/or supervision should not be organising conferences, publishing newsletters, or engaging in elections (or at least being voted for by some people).

Clarkson concluded by recommending that we develop "countertransferential awareness, methodological tools, and conceptual and moral facility in what I call "role fluency" as an alternative to rigidity. Role fluency refers to the competent ability to exercise appropriate, different roles in different situations with the same people. We should train and supervise with the realistic vicissitudes of the single-role therapeutic relationship in mind and not hold out an ideal state as normal or achievable. We need to equip ourselves and those we train to deal with rather than avoid real life and its impingement on the therapeutic frame. This is, of course, not to say we should not do everything in our power to avoid the misuse of dual-or multiple-role relationships."

(p. 37)

Sills & Mazzetti (2009) adopted a different view to Cornell and Clarkson. "We think that an important issue in training supervisors is to define a clear boundary between supervision and therapy. We are aware that supervision can have (and often does have) a therapeutic effect for the supervisee, but this is not the goal of supervision and should not be pursued by the supervisor ... In our practices, we support clearly differentiating between the supervision setting and the therapeutic one, including avoiding the dual relationship of acting as both supervisor and therapist – even in different settings – with the same person. This boundary clarity promotes professionalism and protects supervisees from the potential harm arising from a relationship that attempts to be therapeutic and yet also normative, educative, and evaluative."

(p.305)

The Fields of TA Application

ITAA and EATA currently operate on the basis of the same Handbook, which contains descriptions of the four fields – psychotherapy, organisational, educational, counselling – in a way that clearly indicates that the requirements, in terms of standards and hours of professional application, training and supervision, are the same and only the practice is different.

It is interesting to note that Cornell, De Graaf, Newton & Thunnissen (2016), in the book they have edited, include a Section 2 entitled Practice within which they refer to psychotherapy, counselling and coaching, management and organisational development, and learning and personal development – presumably these are meant to be how they view the psychotherapy, counselling, organisational and educational fields respectively.

Grégoire (1998) suggested we regard the boundaries between the fields as 'envelopes of coherence' so that we can avoid defining fields by contrasting them with each other. He uses another metaphor to explain this metaphor – the boundary of a tennis court is defined by the rules of tennis and not just by the physical existence; tennis and volleyball courts share a large common surface but are different in other respects; and the rules of tennis and volleyball are different so that you cannot play both of them at the same time.

Grégoire goes on to propose criteria for the envelope boundaries:

1. The goals – which must reflect the goal of the specific field, and exclude goals that belong under the other fields. He goes on to state that personal change can only be the primary goal of a therapy contract, and can only be a means or a consequence of the primary goals in terms of educational, organisational, counselling or training objectives. This seems an interesting and somewhat limiting view of how TA can be applied in different contexts.

2. The interventions – where the important characteristic is the protection provided; short-term relationships give less protection than long-term; fostering a climate of self-revelation must be limited when co-workers are present.

3. Avoiding unnecessary dual relationships – especially when a role involves a significant transference component, such as "... therapist, social worker, caretaker, superior, teacher, and so on." (p.318).

Grégoire concludes that there are techniques that should be used only in therapy, if they "would not fit with any nontherapeutic contract or relationship (first criterion) or where the kind of protection that one finds only in the therapeutic setting is required (second criterion), such as during interventions that reveal the Child ego state (age regression or the evocation of parental figures of a younger age; e.g., "Be 7 years (sic) and speak to your father") or cause abreaction..." (p.319).

He accepts that "profound personal change, including script change, takes place in supervision, education, counselling, and organisational development as well as in daily life. The supervisor, the teacher, or the change agent can validate and welcome what he or she sees as the beneficial result of his or her own behaviour, congratulate the client for the results achieved, and congratulate himself or herself on it." (p.320). It is worth noting at this point that Grégoire’s TSTA accreditation is in psychotherapy.
Common Competencies

Some years ago I (Hay, 2004b) proposed that the current division into four different fields of TA is unhelpful, based as it is on different groups having proposed specific sets of competencies. This is even more incongruous when we consider the research findings about common factors (Lambert & Bergin 1994) and the dodo bird concept (Rosenweig 1936), which all point to the fact that the practitioner and the relationship with the client are highly significant and the particular theoretical backgrounds and specific approaches are of less importance.

Whilst preparing to obtain university accreditation for a TA programme, I combined the four sets of competencies into one set that would apply to any transactional analyst. For me, what is different is the type of evidence that can be seen – for example, ‘available for intimate contact’ might be evidenced by sharing in any field but may require that the way the practitioner ensures suitable opportunities occur will vary depending on the context – the appropriate sharing may be readily available during one-to-one contexts such as psychotherapy, counselling or coaching, but one-to-one encounters may need to be ‘invited’ within other contexts, such as during coffee breaks when running organisational interventions, during recess in classroom situations, through individual sessions with clients in family therapy, and sometimes even through individual sessions for clients in therapy groups.

I propose that CTA exams might be amended to run in a similar way to the exams for TSTA, in that everyone would take a basic examination that confirmed that they exhibit the necessary theoretical, professional, and ethical (TPE) characteristics to be regarded as a transactional analyst. This would be followed by shorter examinations where the candidate could present their evidence of working competently in a particular context, or in a series of such contexts. Having passed the original TPE exam, they could return as often as they wish to undertake further examinations to demonstrate additional contexts in which they can work competently.

I have also suggested that a start might be made by dividing the existing fields into some obviously different approaches. Hence, Counselling might be considered as separate applications of counselling versus coaching/mentoring. The Organisational field might be subdivided into providing training versus consulting – my own lengthy organisational experience had involved consulting to an organisation, then providing supporting training events, followed by one-to-one coaching of participants to help them apply what they had learned during the training, in order for the organisation to get the benefit of the change that had been defined during the consultancy. The educational field already covers some clearly separate contexts, such as teaching children in schools, adult education in terms of life skills, parenting skills including with foster and adoptive parents, and work with migrants/refugees. When it came to psychotherapy, I hesitated at that time to suggest any divisions for a field in which I was not qualified; now that I am, much of my psychotherapy experience was with inmates in prisons, which also meant working with trauma and violence, whereas other psychotherapists have specialised in working with children where additional qualifications are required in the UK, with addicts, with families, with refugees, or with the victims of violence rather than with the perpetrators (although many perpetrators turned out to have been victims in their childhoods).

Channels of communication

To conclude, I present one final model that represents a bridge to contact: Hay’s (1995, 2001, 2009) AP3 (named because the three axes are each labelled with A and P). I routinely emphasise that my material is a simplification of Kahler’s (1979a, 1979b) work and hence the framework should be used tentatively, although when people are very stressed their characteristics tend to become more pronounced and this means that our categorisation of someone is more likely to be correct. Hence this makes a useful framework, especially for the layperson, to enhance their chance of choosing the most appropriate channel when they initiate contact with someone new – and hence creating a bridge across boundaries.

As shown in Figure 33, I illustrate with a three-dimensional shape of a cube, with three axes of which one is measured from top back corner to bottom front corner as this better represents the empirical evidence than it would if that dimension was simply drawn from front to back through the centre. I have amended and added to Kahler’s original dimensions so that each began with the same letters to form a memory aid (in English):

- active – passive – do we initiate contact and move towards people and goals – or do we respond to contacts initiated by others and goals that ‘emerge’?
- alone – people – do we prefer to be, or work, alone – or would we rather be functioning within a group of people, perhaps as the central figure?
- acceleration – patience – do we prefer to do things quickly, perhaps even with ever-increasing speed – or do we like to take our time, doing things slowly and carefully?

I go on summarise what I refer to as the ABC – Appearance, Behaviour and Channel (of communication) and the Preferences – which type of strokes best motivate,
the likeliest working style/driver, and the preferred leadership style. Caution is needed about putting people into boxes; nevertheless I suggest that we can think in terms of 4.5 styles, as shown in Table 6 where the Acceleration dimension represents Hurry Up working style.

The more ‘clues’ we notice, the more confident we can be about our categorisation of someone; this will allow us to communicate in terms of the sequence of doors to therapy suggested by Ware (1983). These have been added to Table 6. Talking about someone’s behaviour will be a trap if we do this with someone who is Active/People or Active/Alone – these are likely to have Please People or Be Perfect drivers respectively and will therefore be at risk of hearing comments about their behaviour as indicating that they have failed to please of failed to be perfect. The trap for Passive/People, who are likely to have Try Hard driver, is that they will engage in tricky thinking and seek to use logic to maintain their defences. The Passive/Alone style, with Be Strong driver, are likely to struggle to be able to talk about their feelings.

Table 6: AP3 Summary - amended from Hay (2012 p. 192 and 193)
On the other hand, asking a Please People about how they feel will seem natural to them, talking to a Be Perfect about their thinking will seem appropriate to them, interacting about their behaviour in terms of playfulness of hobbies or work will match the inclinations of a Try Hard, and telling them what behaviour you expect of them will be regarded as a reasonable interaction by someone with Be Strong. What I refer to as the half style, of acceleration, is someone with a Hurry Up style, who may well respond to any contact door, or channel of communication, provided that the speech is fast enough.

Concluding Comments
This paper began life as some notes in preparation for making a presentation at a conference, based on a topic that had been requested by the participants. At the same time, I noticed that boundaries and bridges were featured as topics for several conferences: boundaries was the topic for the 2017 TA World Conference organised by ITAA, EATA, FTAA and DGTA and this stimulated a special issue of the Transactional Analysis Journal; it was clinical boundaries for a recent Cumbrian TA Association event; as I was presenting my material, the South Asian Journal of Transactional Analysis published an issue on relationship boundaries; and a search via Google for bridges and boundaries generates many options.

As I pulled together the material, it became apparent to me that just about any TA concept can be applied to the notion of boundaries and bridges. What I have included here are the ones I am most familiar with – I have been teaching many of them to a variety of individual, group and organisational clients since the 1970s and to students of TA since the 1980s.

You will have seen that I went back and added material about power after this was prompted by a helpful reviewer – however, I have stopped after that because otherwise I suspect that I could go on adding more concepts ad infinitum. I welcome feedback from readers about any omissions or potential additions, and apologise to any authors whose material I have missed or misinterpreted.

Much of what I have written has already been included in handout workbooks I produce to accompany my international workshops and webinars; because IJTARP is open access, I encourage you to do likewise and share the information with others, whether you do that as the complete article or by extracting whichever parts you think will be most relevant for particular clients.

Rainer Maria Rilke (1875-1926) wrote:

I live my life in widening circles
that reach out across the world.

Through physis (Berne, 1968) hopefully we can all widen our own and others’ circles.

Julie Hay is a Teaching & Supervising Transactional Analyst (Organisational, Psychotherapy, Educational) who is due to take her CTA (Counselling) oral examination in August 2018. She can be contacted on julie@juliehay.org
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